2024 Spring Commencement
PENNSYLVANIA WESTERN UNIVERSITY
Celebrating Graduates

Convocation Center
Saturday, May 4 • 10 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
To our graduates, families and friends,

On behalf of our community of educators, I am pleased to welcome you to PennWest California’s Spring 2024 Commencement.

Whether you are here to receive a degree or watch a loved one walk across the stage, you can be proud of what our graduates have accomplished. Earning a college degree is a significant achievement, and the Class of 2024 has pursued that goal with spirit and determination.

Today our graduates join an alumni network that is 201,000 strong. Members of the Pennsylvania Western University Alumni Association have many opportunities to stay connected to their university, their campus, and this nationwide network of accomplished and caring individuals. I encourage our newest alumni to keep in touch – as proud Vulcans, you are always welcome at Pennsylvania Western University.

Thank you for joining us today as we honor – and applaud – the PennWest California Class of 2024.

Yours,

R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D.Phil.
Interim President
Pennsylvania Western University
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Pennsylvania Western University

**Mission**

Through innovation, academic excellence, and empowering environments, Pennsylvania Western University provides accessible education that cultivates career-ready, life-long learners and leaders, who enrich and engage each other, their communities, the region, and beyond.

**Vision**

Pennsylvania Western University empowers students to achieve meaningful goals through a broad array of nationally accredited undergraduate and graduate programs, career-focused learning, and support systems to foster lifelong success.
2024 SPRING COMMENCEMENT
PENNSYLVANIA WESTERN UNIVERSITY
Saturday, May 4 • 10 a.m.

PROCессЕНциАL* Organist, Yana Tyulkova, D.M.A.
Sean C. Madden, D.A.
Professor, History; and Director of Global Studies
Department of Criminal Justice, History and Politics
Bearer of the Mace

ПРеSENтАЦiЯ Оf tHE ClОrOrs* “THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER”* Francis Scott Key
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Pennsylvania Western University – California Choir

CONVOCATION / INTRODUCTION OF THE PLATFORM PARTY
GREETINGS FROM THE PRESIDENT
Brenda Fredette, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Science, Technology and Business

REMЕRKs TО tHE GRADUATES
Trustee Greeting
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“YOU RAISE ME UP” Written by Brendan Graham and Rolf Løvland
Arranged by Roger Emerson
Pennsylvania Western University – California Choir
Directed by Yugo Sava Ikach, D.M.A.

ПRESENTАЦiЯ Оf CандiDАtЕS
Yugo Ikach, D.M.A.
Associate Dean, College of Education, Arts and Humanities

CONFЕRRINg Оf dегrЕЕS
Thomas Wickham, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, College of Health Sciences and Human Services

ALUMNI GREETING
Robert Mehalik, Ph.D. LPC, NCC
Interim Associate Provost and Graduate Dean

SPECIAL ACKNOWlEDGMENTS
R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D. Phil.
A. Tereasa Rerko, J.D., 1979, 2020
President, Alumni Association Board of Directors

ALMA MАTЕR* Phillip Rossi, 1937
Yugo Ikach, D.M.A.

RECESSIONAL* Sean C. Madden, D.M.A.
Organist, Yana Tyulkova, D.M.A.

*Audience Stands
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R. LORRAINE (LAURIE) BERNOTSKY, D.PHIL.
Interim President, Pennsylvania Western University

As Pennsylvania Western University’s interim president, Dr. Bernotsky leads the second-largest public university in western Pennsylvania, with campuses at California, Clarion, and Edinboro.

Through the chancellor, and working with the PennWest Council of Trustees, she reports to the Board of Governors for Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher Education.

Before her presidential appointment on March 1, 2023, Dr. Bernotsky served Pennsylvania Western University as executive vice president and chief operating officer. Then, as now, she focused on academic and operational excellence, strategic enrollment management, and long-term plans for the university’s future.

Dr. Bernotsky is on loan to Pennsylvania Western University from West Chester University, where she has been executive vice president and provost since 2017. In this role she led the Academic Affairs division and provided leadership in budgeting and labor relations. She also has extensive experience in undergraduate and graduate admissions, enrollment management, financial aid, student support services, curriculum development, program review, and assessment.

Dr. Bernotsky holds both a master’s degree and a doctorate in politics from the University of Oxford and a master’s degree in sociology from Temple University.
THE CEREMONIAL MACE

Vulcan, the Greek god of fire and metalworking, lifts a hammer high over his head, preparing to strike an anvil which is draped with a triangle inscribed with the words “education, research and service.” He holds the triangle in place with tongs; his face fierce with determination, he kneels at the forge. Captured forever in the act of creation, this Vulcan is memorialized on the university mace created by artist Thomas Shimrock of Grantsville, Maryland. His interpretation of the California mascot, cast from six pounds of silver, sits proudly atop a 52-inch-high wood mace that made its debut at California University’s 147th commencement.

Mr. Shimrock was commissioned to design and create the mace, a display cabinet and a carrying case by the Foundation for California University. Crafted from bubinga wood, the cabinet holds the mace upright within its circular confines. Three graceful bubinga supports, stretching upward from delicately carved ebony ovals, each topped with a different hand-cast silver finial, cradle the circular cabinet body, made up of two curved glass windows and a curved ebonized anegre wood door set in a bubinga wood frame. The carrying case is made from quarter-cut sycamore lined with velvet.

The university mace, carried by a senior faculty member in all formal academic processions, is on permanent display in the lobby of the Louis L. Manderino Library.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE

The academic attire worn at university ceremonies today in the United States dates back in its essential features to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe, such as Paris and Oxford, grew out of church schools. Students and faculty wore clerical garb, largely borrowed from the monastic dress of their day.

The head-covering of the academic costume developed out of the skull cap worn by the clergy in cold weather. In the universities, this skull cap acquired a point on top that gradually evolved into a tassel. In this country, it has been replaced by the familiar mortarboard, which still retains the medieval tassel.

The hood originally was worn over the head and otherwise dropped onto the shoulders, like a cowl. Today, each college has its distinctive colored hood-lining by which its graduates may be recognized.

GOWNS

Although the gown is more frequently black, certain universities have authorized the use of colored gowns. The bachelor’s and master’s gowns are fashioned from black serge. The yoke for the bachelor’s gown is designed to be worn closed and features long, flowing and pointed sleeves. The master’s gown is designed to be worn open or closed. Its sleeves are very long with square ends, and the front part has an arc cut away. The arms protrude through a slit at the elbow. The gown for the doctorate has bell-shaped sleeves, with velvet facing down the front and on three bars across the sleeves. The facing and crossbars of velvet may be of the color distinctive of the field to which the degree pertains.

HOODS

The hood is usually worn only for the master’s and the doctorate. The doctor’s hood is longer than the master’s hood and has distinguishing panels. The college or university granting the degree is indicated by the color of the hood lining. The velvet trim of the hood indicates the field in which the degree was granted; those colors are listed on the next page.

CAPS

The standard cap is the mortarboard, usually the color of the gown. The tassel is black for the baccalaureate and master’s degree and is worn over the left front quarter of the cap. The doctoral cap is indicated by a tassel of gold thread. Undergraduates wear the tassel on the right side of the cap until the moment the degree is conferred.
COLORS DISTINCTION OF THE DISCIPLINES AND PROFESSIONS

Only a single degree from a single institution should ever be indicated by a single garment. For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors’ gowns, edgings of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different subjects are as follows:

- Agriculture – Maize
- Architecture/Planning – Blue
- Arts, Letters, and Humanities – White
- Business – Drab
- Criminal Justice – Midnight Blue
- Chiropractic – Silver
- Dentistry – Lilac
- Economics – Copper
- Education – Light Blue
- Engineering – Orange
- Fine Arts – Brown
- Foreign Affairs – Aquamarine
- Forestry – Russet
- Journalism – Crimson
- Law – Purple
- Library Science – Lemon
- Medicine – Green
- Music – Pink
- Nursing – Apricot
- Oratory – Silver Gray
- Pharmacy – Olive Gray
- Philosophy – Dark Blue
- Physical Education – Sage Green
- Psychology – Antique Gold
- Public Administration – Peacock Blue
- Public Health – Salmon Pink
- Science – Golden Yellow
- Social Work/Social Science – Citron
- Theology – Scarlet
- Veterans – Red, White and Blue
- Veterinary Science – Gray

HONORS DESIGNATIONS

- Summa Cum Laude – Gold Stoles
- Magna Cum Laude – White Stoles
- Cum Laude – Red Stoles
- Associate Degree with Distinction – White Cords
- Pennsylvania Western University Honors Program – Gold Medallions

PHILANTHROPY RECOGNITION

Pennsylvania Western University Advancement recognizes students who demonstrate their generosity and commitment to their alma mater as they transition from student to engaged alumni. To earn this red tassel and/or red or white cord, students must participate in their first alumni event by making a gift through the Pennsylvania Western University California Gift Drive. The tassel and cord symbolize the important role that our alumni serve in strengthening the university.

PENNSYLVANIA WESTERN UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM

- Madison Alexis Adams
- Bria Renée Allen
- Briana Elizabeth Beck
- Jenna Paige Bodnovich
- Melissa Ruvarashe Chimunye
- Mia Grace Hampsay
- Eden Jean Hertig
- Iliana Kate Hunsberger
- Paige Alexandra Krupp
- Brianna Lynne McDonough
- Ruby Miller
- Alexes O. Miranda
- Ashley Paige Over
- Joshua Panaro
- Emily Lynn Parker
- Makendra Marie Pendleton
- Mara Lynn Proie
- Sarah Anne Seader
- Cameryn Lynn Simpson
- Cora Belle Ripoll Wilkins
- Sara Zacherl
- Emily Katherine Zacoi
HONORS

The following degree candidates have earned at least 30 credits as undergraduate students of Pennsylvania Western University and have attained the following cumulative grade-point averages: summa cum laude, 3.8 to 4.0; magna cum laude, 3.6 to 3.79; and cum laude, 3.4 to 3.59. Associate degree candidates graduating With Distinction have earned at least 15 credits as undergraduate students of Pennsylvania Western University and have attained a minimum cumulative grade-point average of 3.40.

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Madison Alexis Adams
Talon Hargraves
Dana Mcilroy Nemes
Steven Akkad
Allycia Faith Harris
Jacklyn Maria Noonan
Hanan Al Karawi
Delaney Marie Harvey
Ashley Paige Over
Christian James Beatty
Andrew Edward Havens
Nina Rae Packrall
Briana Elizabeth Beck
Alyssa Herbst
Joshua Panaro
Noah Michael Bernarding
Eden Jean Hertig
Matthew Cary Blubaugh
Andrea Delaine Hilburn
Jenna Paige Bodnovich
Sarah Megan Holveck
Brittany Marie Bonatesta
Matthew Steven Hoyman
Matthew Steven Hoyman
Andrew Scott Bower
Julia Elizabeth Husak
Carrington Lee Brown
Tiyann Mallory Jacob
Kaitlyn Victoria Brown
Baidaa S. Kareem
Elizabeth Ann Brudnock
Abram Levi King
Jillian Jo Bruni-Crytser
Jenna Grace Klein
Logan Kane Burrell
Kyle Anthony Kolibas
Ryan Callahan
William Russell Kosinski
Laura Grace Castaneda
Trinity Paige Krause
Joanna R. Cerini
Paige Alexandra Krupp
Alexa Suzzanne Cipra
Nicholas Vincent Leghart
Katherine Marie Conrad
Haley Grace Lindemuth
Tabitha L. Coven
Scott Patrick Lyman
Elizabeth Kathryn Crouse
Zachary Michael Lynch
Hannah Kathryn Cromosome
Addi E. Mann
Elizabeth Kathryn Crouse
Hanna Rene Marra
Katherine Marie Conrad
Meadow Persephone Martinka
Tabitha L. Coven
Justin Thomas May
Eliza Mcilroy Nemes
Grace Elizabeth Dorcon
Kali Lynn McGuire
Andrew Charles Engel
Brooklyn Paige McKendree
Kylie Marie Feltenberger
Brian Michael McKeown
Katherine Figgs
Kamryn Miller
Todd Anthony Fisher Jr.
Lina Alqaq
Taylor Ann Fitch
Alexes O. Miranda
Madison Marie Garlowich
Julian Frederick Mularski
Lauren Elizabeth Garris
Tia Corinne Mussitsch
Kelly Amanda Gillis
Jeremiah Ezekiel Neff
Marissa Nicole Gimigliano
Katarina Elizabeth Rivera
John Gregorakis
Antonietta Rendina
Mara Lynn Proie
Mikaela Noel Schram
Gaven Petrow
Jersey Robert Rizzo
Kali Lynn McGuire
Donaeya Robinson
Taylor Ann Fitch
Samantha Dawn Rosenberger
Madison Marie Garlowich
Christine Anne Royce
Lauren Elizabeth Garris
Olivia Francesca Russo
Kelly Amanda Gillis
Rylee Morgan Sabo
Marissa Nicole Gimigliano
Dena Saleh
John Gregorakis
Jillian Marie Scherer
Mikaela Noel Schram
Katarina Elizabeth Rivera
Aurora Lynn Schubert
Keegan Rae Selinsky
Sarah Anne Seader
Kimberly Sue Settle
Kathryn Ruth Sherman
Cameryn Lynn Simpson
Jonathan Skocik
Jordan T. Smith
Alec R. Smith
Jake Lee Smith
Brittany Anne-marie Straiton
Billie Jo Strother
Debra Jo Svecnik

Jennifer Anne Swartz
Emily Ann Taylor
C. R. Thomas ♦
Andrew James Thomas
Samuel Brian VanderArk
Zachary Frank Vanek
Maria Fernanda Villanueva
Lindsay R. Walters

Jillian Marie Welsh
Kimberley C. Wicker
Cora Belle Ripoll Wilkins
Morgan Marie Winwood
Kylee Morgan Wisor
Andrew Jeremy Yanes
Gray Young
Emily Katherine Zacoi

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Oncy Khalil
Nathan Aaron Kline
Patrick Edward Kovach
Shelby Ann LaPorte
Duane Keith Leiby Jr.
Bree C. Lewis
Macie Catherine Elizabeth LoParo
Zemar Loper
Matthew Roy Macek
Robert Allen Maier III
Angelina Marie Marasco
Santino Alexander Marra
Meredith Lauren May
Sean Thomas McConahy Jr.
Brianna Lynne McDonough
Amanda Grace McFerran
Alyssa Jennifer McLaine
Jenna Marie Mervosh
Ruby Miller
Gabrielle Makenzie Miller
Ryan Patrick Miller
Christian John Ondo
Jodie Ann Pagano
Jalen R. Page
Rebecca Ruth Perkins
Robert R. Pitts Jr.
HaNa Sage Pohl
Alyssa Rager
Jayde Rega
Jolynne Francis Rodriguez

Zinia Z. Anderson
Makayla Rae Ayres
Justin Scott Bibel
Hannah L. Bradley
Mara Corynn Brant
Skylar Nevaeh Broadwater
DeVonnir Brown
Kayla Marie Bruce
Jessica Ann-Renée Buchanan
Tony Cheung
Melissa Ruvarashe Chimunye
Kelsi Nicole Cicco
Garrett L. Clark
Ethan Chase Codeluppi
Robert Thomas Cushey
Justin Allan Day
Angela Dellavecchio
Matthew Thomas Dolan
Kirsten Elizabeth Dudeck
Adam Duncan
Natalie Jane Egan
Sierra Latrice Everett
Matthew C. Faccenda
Katelyn Rose Gillen
Marielle Renee Gretok
Joshua Ethan Gutierrez
Michael Warren Hazlett
Justin Patrick Hertzog
Morgan Chandra Kafana
Dakota Keegan

Gage Allen Rogge
Gino Michael Romanelli
Aidan Matthew Ruiz
David Schmitz
Rachel Elizabeth Simon
Tyler Edward Sims
Joshua Edward Skotnicki
Dalton Thomas Smitley
Samantha Christine Smitley
Cheyenne Nicole Snyder
Miranda Stanley
Justin Charles Stibitz
Kain Michael Stone
Riley Clara Strickler
Kaylea Elaine Thomas
Sarah Elise Tinker
Graycen Marie Toth
Taylor Lexus Trinidad
Maegan Paige Troutman
Renee L. Turner
Marisa Corin Walters
Elizabeth Paige Warabow
Bryce Tyler Washington
Mason Lloyd Watkins
Amberly Johanna Weiers
Andrew Stephen White
Jay Marie Winrick
Brayden Patrick Zilka

♦ Awarded Posthumously
Oluwakemisola Adeuyan
Emily Ann Amendola
Charles E. Antill
Riley Mae Arrigo
Nicole Lindsey Ballard
Leah C. Barlett
Reed Snyder Bell
Regan Elizabeth Borso
Jacob Robert Brooks
Emily Tewa Buwawa
Ashin Wisara Cara
Lydia Joy Carney
John Patrick Connelly
Carson Ray Conner
Anthony David Crisci
Carlin M. Croushore
Rebecca Rose Dobosh
Zachary L. Evans
Alayja Eyvonne Floyd
Jayden R. Glover
Amy L. Grosser
Neriah Faith Hartz
Marissa Lynn Hathaway
Braiden Riley Hitchings
Jasmine Mercedez Howell
John Thomas Hritz
Morgan Ashley Hughes

**CUM LAUDE**

Ryan Jacob
Leah Francesca Jacobson
Catrina L. Jamison
Miranda S. Jordan
Tanner Joel Kirsch
Camden Gion Kovach
Cammi Nicole Kovach
Olivia Addison Kuhns
Amy Joy Larsen
Aaron James Lindow
Faith Marie Locke
Frank John Lucas IV
Bailey Maria Lutz
Colin Andrew Marree
Kaylor Dawn Martin
Araina Rylee Martin
Thomas Michael Matusky Jr.
Mackenzie Marie McCall
Kadin Jay McClurg
Christian Michael Messmer
Michelle Lyn Meucci
Jaret D. Muckley
Victor Charles John Nelson
Daniel J. Ott
Makendra Marie Pendleton
Wyatt Alan Pike
Carley R. Popielarcheck
Austin Radomski
Katelyn Nicole Ramaley
Kaelin Marie Rebholz
Kylie Kathleen Reppert
Jesse Edward Rinaldi
Seth Joseph Ryder
Samuel C. Shedden
Elizabeth Autumn Shelly
Daniel Lee Sickelsmith
Samantha Gwendelyn Smith
Michele Lynn Smoter
Jordan Mark Spisak
Emma Grace Stein
Anthony Alan Stepich II
Abigail Grace Stopperich
Matthew Kenneth Stroop
Hannah M. Terrick
Ashley Brianne Thaxton
Shannon Vaughan
Abigail Marie White
Adaira Jean Wilson
Erin R. Wood
Andrew Tyler Wookey
Sara Zacherl
Shelby Taylor Zahn-Huber

**ASSOCIATE DEGREES WITH DISTINCTION**

Katelyn Mei-Xing Benedict
Alaina Maria Chiaravalle
Curtis Douglas Cowher
Zachary L. Evans
Christina Marie Huff

Kyra Kost
Jacob Allen Margraves
Madison Layne McCombie
Hailey Marie Miklos
Jenna Christie Mirt

Cameron Paul Moore
Alyson Nicole Ogden
Steve Robinson
Tianna Marie Shook
Anna Lee Spudic
GRADUATE DEGREES

DOCTOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Qyjon Chaz Clark
Evaluating the Public Safety and Recidivism-Reduction Effects of Integrating Cognitive-Behavioral and Narrative Therapies in Correctional Mental Health Treatment Programs
Dr. Mathilda Spencer

Brandon Anthony D’Andrea
Strategies for Trustworthy AI Adoption in Policing: Enhancing Efficiency, Accountability and Transparency
Dr. Raymond Hsieh

Pedro Antonio Fernandez
The Use of Facial Recognition Technology in the Investigation and Prosecution of Terrorism and Dissident Crimes
Dr. Michael Hummel and Dr. Christopher Wydra

Rodson Fleurant
The Impact of Mass Incarceration Policies on Racial Minorities in the United States
Dr. Nikolas Roberts

Samir J. Glenn-Roundtree
Adapting Public Engagement in Law Enforcement: Navigating the Modern Information Landscape to Meet Public Expectations of Accountability
Dr. John Cencich

Di’Andra C. Hickson
The Impact the Adultification of Juvenile Offenders has on the Individual and the Justice System
Dr. Julie Warnick

Michelle Francine Japak
Wearable Fitness Trackers as a Way to Improve Physical Readiness and Mitigate Liability in Law Enforcement Agencies
Dr. Christopher Wydra

Claude Maye
Examining Evidence-Based Strategies for Addressing the Burden of Mental Health Needs in Prisons and Their Implications for Effective Prison Management
Dr. Christopher Wydra

Candice Elizabeth Millsap
Equity in Waiting: Investigating Systematic Disparities and Delayed Second Chances within Automatic Criminal Record Clearance Policies
Dr. Mathilda Spencer

Mira Rose Rolin
Dr. Delbert Rounds

Joseph Julius Spusta
A Best Practice Approach to the Investigative Interviewing of Child Sex Offenders
Dr. Beverly Ross

Aleksandra Helena Treglown
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu as an Alternative Therapy for Law Enforcement Related PTSD
Dr. Christopher Wydra

Eddie Charles Williams Jr.
Beyond Awareness: Unveiling the Challenges of Law Enforcement in Combatting Human Trafficking
Dr. Christopher Wydra

Eric Wayne Wilson
Law Enforcement Use of Emerging Technologies: Resources for Major Criminal Investigations with Emphasis on Countering Demand for Human Trafficking
Dr. Kevin Courtright

MASTER OF ARTS

Kamaldeen Al Khaleely Abdul Raheem
Benta AbdulMatin +
Hiba Abdulrazaq Abdulwahhab +
Eman Al Salih
Abeer Alfaraji
Rawaa Adel Alkweshat +
Fatima Thamir Al-Muntafik
Nasir Alsamarraie
Olivia JoAnne Barefoot Morgan
Randall Alexander Bazley +
Allison Elizabeth Bilohlavek-Rendina

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Amal Bino
Kailee Farr Bunyard
Savannah Lynn Dorsey
Viviane Lucy Folden
Rebekah Miranda Fox
Amanda Rose Grant
Greeshma Hari Kumar Maya
Chaeson Hernandez
Brian Thomas Jones
Luna Esther-Sakura Kim
Michelle Lordello
Kristine Moan
Tori Annice Nunn
Hind Adel Obied
Ibtihaj Saleem Oweisi Alfar +
Melanie Katherine Post
Linda M. Ryles +
Charles Daniel Saliba
Erica Sanders
Justin David Stewart
Rebecca Ann Stinton
Lilly Tiernan
Katherine Rebecca Van Sant +
Kari Marie Walker +
Taylor Marie Wall

MASTER OF ARTS TEACHING
Rachel Lee Anderson
Nathaniel Leonard Andrews
Lydia Rose Aquino
Michael Christopher Knisely Bury
Carina Rae Cervone
Gia Y. Davis
Patrick Joseph Dennis
Rylee Anne Esper
Dylan Free
Autumn M. Gilmour
Darla Marie Hansen
Sydney DeAnn Henderson
Anthony Michael Kadunce

Taylor Brea Keene
Nicholas Paul Kubalak
Madeline P. Sanders
Seth Patrick Schall
Alicia Marie Sills
Zachary James Smith
Cameron James Somma
Autumn Lovella Sproveri
Bo Alexander Stewart
Zachary Vincent Traynor
Claire Valentine Whaples
Cindy Marie Willmot
Emily Ann Wydra
Alivia Reign Yauger

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
James Ronald Argent
Matthew Albert Charlton Jr.
    Shannon Cox
    Clare M. Crossley
    Marissa Anne Davis
    Jimmy Rebenito Estilloso +
    Daniel Kevin Fox
    Jonathan Grimplin
    Jermain M. Hall Jr.
    Mackensi Lynn Hartman +
    William Joseph Alexander Hebda
    Ann Chidinma John
    Alexander William Kameroski
    Wesley Thomas Kaylor
    Rebecca Allison Lapata
    Jacob O’Connor L’Heureux
    Garrett Emilio McLaughlin +
    Odrida Mihai
    Kamon Yannis Alexandre Moulod
    Peter Potrykus
    Corey James Quick
    Amanda Ragsdale
    Jeffrey Lawrence Rask
    Amber Marie Rudy

* Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.*
Laura Elizabeth Rzucidlo
Katie Lynn Sheridan +
   Justin Short +
   Logan Simmons
Diane Marie Smith +

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Sara Elizabeth Anderson +
Amanda Brianne Augustin +
   Samantha Augustine
Haley Elizabeth Balkovec +
   Kristin Dawn Barrett +
   Sarah Lynn Benton
Lauren Margaret Bittner
   Saje M. Breuer +
   Kelly Gillon Brewer +
   Isabella Jule Burrelli
Samantha Elise Butler +
   Kaitlyn Diane Chelkis
Molly Christina Chester +
   Brittany Chotta
   Marisa Dee Cleer
   Anna Ruth Clocker +
   Jennifer Ann Cole
Casey Nathaniel Coles +
Gretchen Elizabeth Cosce
Madison Brooke Crum +
   Brittany Culbert
Melanie Hannah Daniel
Alexandra K. Dorcon +
   Kyra Dowling +
   Marissa D. Dubbs +
   Ninalee E. Dunn
Errol Casimir Dusman +
   Kaitlyn Anne Ellsworth
   Cheyenne Jade Fink +
   Yolanda Ann Garcia
   Holly Gates +
   Madison Ruth Groover
   Mikaila Margaret Haight +
   Cheyenne Hall
McKenna May Hoffman +
   Danielle C. Horner
   Logan Hunsicker
   Benjamin Edward Hutton
   Diane Jacobson
   Savannah Fae Jakubowski
   Alyssa Clair Jeffries +
   Nicole Christine Kuna
   Abigail Marie Kunz +
   Luciann Marie Linden +
   Emily Rose Logue +
   Jocelyn Anne Long
   Alicia Susanne Mackowiak +
   Bryce Richard Manley +
   Jamie Lynn Maksin +
   Dmyra Marcus
   Lea Grace McCartney +
   Lauren Marie McDevitt
   Asha M. McMillan +
   Beth Ann Murphy
   Allison Musiak +
   Jordann A. Noel
   Lindsay S. Pehrson
   Janelle Petke
   Vanessa Jean Potts +
   Joshua Dean Probst
   Paula Marie Quick +
   McKenzie Rae Rihn +
   Micale Mary Arlette Ringling
   Jessica Ann Roberts
   Kaylyn Roose +
   Kari E. Rouse +
   Hunter Leigh Saieva
   Corinne Marie Scanlon +
   Scott Schaeffer
   Alec Jacob Searles
   Kacie Diane Scuttodiluzio +
   Jacey Kyndal Shelton +
   Leanne Shoemaker
   Jordyn Elizabeth Sines
   Katie A. Snook

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Brett Aaron Sonntag
Thomas William Stellwagen
Bobbie Jo Stellwagen
Kristen Strayer
Emily Rae Suchevich
Timothy Paul Swartzfager
Katie Szympruch
Annemarie Higgins Tor
Tatiana Trexler
Danielle Nicole Udovich
Andrea Vergnaud
Matthew Ryan Walheim
Kelli Lyn Watson
Emily Lynn West
Megan Lee Williams
Brooke Elizabeth Wilson
James Wilson
Abigail Katherine Wingrove
Curtis M. Wisor
Sarah Grace Yorks
Jarred Michael Zelenski
Alyssa Ann Zimmerman

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
Riley Elizabeth Gloeckl
Brittany J. Harris
Tucker Matthew Skerbetz
Ryan Thomas Walde

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Lydia Grace Andlinger
Lauren Elizabeth Bennett +
Blake Bernstein
Breannah L. Bogus
Zane Allen Bondi
Rebecca Mills Bouille
Lyrata Ivy Branche +
Susanne Rene Breeden
Logan James Brinsky
Ryleigh Lyn Bruner +
Corey Anthony Brunetti +
Pierre Andre Burnette

Logan T. Cale +
Kaitlin Coleman +
Alyssa Rene Constantino +
Kyler Lianne Cosgrove +
Jacob Michael Craig +
Timothy Carleton Danchak +
MacKenzie Elizabeth Darst +
Ceara Catherine Daugherty +
Stephen John Duranko III
Alexis Morgan Dzambo +
Ronald Lee Ennis Jr. +
Barbra Mmesoma Eze
Isabella Marie Farmer
Mya Faith Ferty
Zachary Michael Ford
Tyler James Frey
Morgan Frey
Abigail Marie Giunta +
Kelsey Marie Green +
Diane Elizabeth Gudino-Gonzalez
Courtney Foster Hallowell
Katherine Elise Harrison
Madeline Olivia Hawkins +
Kassi Anja Haywood
Kylie J. Hear
Christopher Hellberg
Annie Laurie Christy Holfelder +
Jessica Horton +
Hope Justine Hunsberger
Bailee Hope Jenkins
Mariah Kasabasich
Mary Elizabeth Klopnic +
Kristen Nicole Krivak
Autumn Elizabeth Kunzman +
Rebecca Elizabeth Lamb
Christopher Lamborn Rivera
Sophia Ellen Lamm +
Kayla Jo Latoza +
Valentina Emily Leonard
Olivia Joan Lindvig +
Peter Everett Livengood

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Emily Elizabeth Lodge
Hailey Marie Lucas
Tara Christine Ludwig
Kristopher Kurtis Lytle
Falon Shea Madden
Zachary Tylar Mansfield +
Hannah Marie Marr +
Isabel Kate Massella
Brianna Lynne Mccay
Maverick Ray McGinness
Jodi Linette Mebane
Claire Constance Mercurio +
Brookelyn Marie Miller
Madison Renae Miller +
Caitlyn Elizabeth Miocic
Dasia Demoni Mitchell
Kevin M. Morgan
Maggie Elizabeth Morgan +
Madison Mucci
Alissa Grace Niedzielski
Geron Migel Oakley
Roberta Suzanne Ousley
Abby Marie Pacek +
George A. Pappas
Anna Katherine Paterson +
Erin Elizabeth Patrick +
Lindsay Anne Pegg +
Christopher S. Plumeau +
Zachary Joseph Quince
Sierra Brooke Rates +
Jacob Daniel Revier
Taylor Jordan Riazzi +
Tyler Lawrence Montreé Riley
Gillian Nicole Romanchok
Aliyah Marie Rotharmel
Cherice Gabriel Scott +
Phillip Lashawn Shumpert +
Katey Ann Simmons
Preston Ray Smith Jr.
Jordan B. Smith
Kendra L. Snowball
Kyle Jacob Stawowczyk +
Riley Ann Steeber
Alyssa Renee Stetler
Daniel Barrett Sturchak
Kelsey Rae Thomas +
Jordan Elizabeth Uging
Nicholas A. Virnelson
Haylie Ann Voorhees
John David Walker +
Mekenzee Weaver
Hannah Blossom Williamson +
Joseph Levi Winco
Fallon Lynn Winseck +
Alan Michael Wynne
Alex Joseph Yurechko
Kevin Zarrin-Kelkye +

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Sabrina Lynn Adams
Katherine Anthony
Kristen Ashley Areyan
Jacquelyn Renee Bergo
Taylor Marie Curtis
Patricia Donnelly
Anneliese D. Dyer
Christine Johns
Erica Noel Judka
Holli Ann Judson
Stacy Ann Lemley
Jamie Lynn Marton
Ryan Max Pavelka
Tiffany Reeves
Kayla Nicole Simmons
Margaret Rose Smith

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Lourdes Cristal Amador +
Emma Dawn Anderson +
Alexis Faith Bamberger +
Kelly Patrice Bowen +
Jessica Burden

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Carolyne Burton +
Cianna Marie Cain
Julianne Kathryn Clement +
Matthew Alexander Conley
Lindsey Elizabeth Crane +
Morgan Croft-Schornak
Daniela Natalie Cruz Feliz +
Deshaena Nikiea Douglas
Purvi Dudhedia
Staci Dvorshock
Abbey Nicole Edgar
Stephen F. Elcock
Breanna Nicole Eyles +
Megan Elizabeth Greene
Megan Elizabeth Heilman +
Shayna L. Helsing
Meghan Irene Hirak
Justine Nicole Jagel +
Holly Paige Kilpatrick
Kaylyn Ashley Knight
Katie Joy Kollars
Melanie Ann Kuhn
Dena Joy Lazar +
Marriles Floy Maga +
Dustin James McCullough
Michaela McGee
Julia Blair Medina +
Alyssa Nicole Megee
Elizabeth Mendez +
Stephanie Nicole Merberger
Allison Morgan

Samantha Mae Murphy
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Murphy
Amy O’Riley +
Amanda Renae Hartman Pitzer +
Nicole Pollinger
Sydney Bronwen Post
Adam Michael Powell +
Alexa Marie Ione Randall
Olivia Belle Ream
Jenna Nicole Reed
Katlyn Ruthann Rolon +
Vito Anthony Romantine
Dawn Michele Sechrist +
Kayla Lynn Shaffer +
Chelsea Louise Smith +
Isabella Jade Smith +
Katelyn S. Szewczyk
Jennifer Markovich Thomas +
Tatiana Ventosi
Kerri Lee Viekko +
Hanna Elizabeth Witherell +

PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE MASTER’S
Keith C. Chmelar
Terri Lynn Day
Collin Robert Downs
Rachel Louise Hanna
Cheryl Anne Mitchell
Haley Nicole Warner

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Steven Akkad
Hanan Al Karawi
Mareena Nicole Ballantyne
Annette L. Barnhart
Ashae Monique Boyd
Skylar Nevaeh Broadwater +
Jillian Jo Bruni-Crytser
James Herbert Cain III
Ryan Callahan
Ashin Wisara Cara
Paige Natalia Carrabbia
April Lynn Cole
Zyan Bryson Collins
Eion Conallen
Carson Ray Conner
Tabitha L. Coven +
Carlin M. Croushore
Angela Dellavecchio
Jayden R. Glover
Delaney Marie Harvey
Andrew Edward Havens
Dy’mir Deandre Hayes
Alyssa Herbst
Jamie Lee Herr
Ja Von K. Hose
John Thomas Hritz
Catrina L. Jamison
Kara Denise Johnson
Baidaa S. Kareem
Merissa JoeAnne Kern
Kyle Anthony Kolibas
William Russell Kosinski +
Nicholas Vincent Leghart
Faith Marie Locke
Jacob D. Lohr
Frank John Lucas IV
Robert Allen Maier III +
Courtney Maimone
Angelina Marie Marasco

Colin Andrew Marree
Madison Hannah Elizabeth Martin
Meadow Persephone Martinka
Justin Thomas May
Brian Michael McKeown
Alyssa Jennifer McLaine
Kamryn Miller
Kimberly Miller
Lina Alqaq
Avery Grace Mitchell
Brittany Sean Morris +
Mariah A. Mosko
Dana Mcilroy Nemes
Rebecca Gayle Nuzzo
Daniel J. Ott
Miranda Grace Palmer
Kaley Ann Pell +
Matthew L. Phelps-Rohrs +
Kelsey Rebecca Phillips
Wyatt Alan Pike
Robert R. Pitts Jr.
Stephanie Marie Raap
Shalah Abdelaziz Ramadan +
Katelyn Nicole Ramaley
Katarina Elizabeth Rivera +
Christine Anne Royce
Olivia Francesca Russo
Mikaela Noel Schram
Aurora Lynn Schubert
Austin D. Scott
Kimberly Sue Settle
Kathryn Ruth Sherman
Elizabeth Susan Skochelak
Jonathan Skocik +
Jordan T. Smith
Cheyenne Nicole Snyder
Jordan Mark Spisak
Jacob Robert Spisak
Riley Clara Strickler
C. R. Thomas ♦

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
♦ Awarded Posthumously
Graycen Marie Toth
Taylor Lexus Trinidad
Samuel Brian VanderArk
Maria Fernanda Villanueva
Andrew Stephen White
Kimberley C. Wicker
Nicholas G. Wilkes
Troy Mitchell Wilson
Andrew Jeremy Yanes
Sara Zacherl
Thomas A. Zupan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Oluwakemisola Adeuyan
Connor Thomas Alfieri
Charles E. Antill
Riley Mae Arrigo
Shannen Vaughan
Nicole Lindsey Ballard
Talon Davis Balog
Corinne Banks
Dominique Sommerleigh Barfield
Leah C. Barlett
David Isaiah Beardshall
Christian James Beatty
Briana Elizabeth Beck
Reed Snyder Bell
Kasey Jo Bentley
Danielle Berardino
Michael S. Berdar
Erika Bergstresser
Noah Michael Bernarding
Gianni Charles Bertucci +
Trevyn Kyler Bill
Christopher Edwin Bittinger
Taylor Charles Blair
Natel Nyire Blessitt
Regan Elizabeth Borso
Emanuel Jamonte Bowden
Megan Louise Bowe +
Andrew Scott Bower
Noah William Brackbill
Mara Coryynn Brant
Dezaray Lyn Brooks
Jacob Robert Brooks
Kaitlyn Victoria Brown
Aidan J. Bushey
Emily Tewa Buwawa
Mackenzie Jayde Cacia
Geraldo Armani Caraballo
Rebecca M. Cario
Branson William Casper
Joanna R. Cerini
Tony Cheung
Melissa Ruvarashe Chimunye +
Joseph Andrew Chopp
Kelsi Nicole Cicco
Ethan Chase Codeluppi
John Patrick Connelly
Theodore L. Conner
Katherine Marie Conrad
Andrew Stephen Contreras
Evan E. Cook
Devin Thomas Corley
Joseph Michael Cowan Jr.
Amanda Lee Curran
Robert Thomas Cushey
Hannah Jean Custer
Justin Allan Day
Sarah Rebecca Dent
Yvonae K. Dessus
Matthew Thomas Dolan
Sarah Ann Donaldson
Julianna Donchez
Grace Elizabeth Dorcon
Patrick Joseph Drennen
Natalie Jane Egan
Zachary L. Evans
Sierra Latrice Everett
Leah Ruth Farber
Taylor Ann Fitch
Kolten A. Flambard
Alayja Eyyvonne Floyd
Evan Foss

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Courtnie Frett
Alyssa Renee Gallagher
Amber Dawn Gallo
Madison Hope Ganoe
Olivia Jane Gans
Gavin William Garbutt
Addison Renae Gardner
Madison Marie Garlowich
Lauren Elizabeth Garris
Athena Ray Georgagis
Roman David Giachetti +
Katelyn Rose Gillen
Meghan Elizabeth Golder
  Austin J. Green
  Amy L. Grosser
  Blessing Gutsa +
  Aaron Patrick Hamlin
Allycia Faith Harris
Willow Marie Hart
Neriah Faith Hartz
Marissa Lynn Hathaway
  Trevor Scott Hazen
  Michael Warren Hazlett
Stephen Allen Christopher Heery +
  Justin Patrick Hertzog
  Mitchel Hess
Evangelos Anastasios Hionis
  Wyatt Colton Hirt
Aubrey Lynn Hockenberry
  Andrew James Holleran
  Briae Jeane Howard
Jasmine Mercedez Howell
Matthew Steven Hoyman
  Amber Hritz
Morgan Ashley Hughes
Iliana Kate Hunsberger
  Tiyan Mallory Jacob
Ryan Nathaniel Jacobs +
  Michaela Marie Janusek
Salena Marie Jaquay
Elizabeth Ann Jenkins
Gabe Winston Jimerson
Gretchen Rene Johnson
  AJ Johnson +
  Rahzyaunna L. Jordan
  Dakota Keegan
Kendra Nicole Kelsesky
Daniel Robert Kennedy
  Oncy Khalil
Morgan Elizabeth Kirk
  Tanner Joel Kirsch
  Seth David Kish
  Jenna Grace Klein
  Nathan Aaron Kline
Camden Gion Kovach
  Cammi Nicole Kovach
Karlee Elizabeth Kovacs
Shelby Marae Kozarian
  Charles Thomas Krug
Jensen Elizabeth Kuhn
Hannah Marie Kurtzhal
  Amy Joy Larsen
  Louis Russell Leapline
  Kaitlyn Bryanne Leary
  Owen Wilder Leason
  Rachel Michele Leib
Duane Keith Leiby Jr.
  Shane Reed Levan
  Bree C. Lewis
  Aaron James Lindow
Taiyan Malik Lobban +
  Macie Catherine Elizabeth LoParo
  Zemar Loper
  Amira Nichelle Lucas +
  Bailey Maria Lutz
  Scott Patrick Lyman
Tayshaun Malik Mack
  Addi E. Mann
Benjamin James Marcouiller
  Araina Rylee Martin
  Kaylor Dawn Martin
Thomas Michael Matusky Jr.
  Meredith Lauren May
  Mackenzie Marie McCall
  Sean Thomas McConahy Jr.

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Brianna Lynne McDonough
Amanda Grace McFerran
Matthew William McGovern
Brooklyn Paige McKendree
Payton Marie McKenzie
Makayla Marie McNett
Avery Ryan Merlo
Jenna Marie Mervosh
Christian Michael Messmer
Joshua Richard Miles
Gabrielle Makenzie Miller
Madison Rose Miller
Ruby Miller
Ryan Patrick Miller
Alexes O. Miranda
Dylan Momchilovich
Amy Lynn Moore
Parker Anderson Morgan
Jaret D. Muckley
Devyn Grace Murphy
Kavia Lynn Myers
Justin Thomas Naylor +
Jeremiah Ezekiel Neff
Dean Michael Neiderhiser Jr.
Aisha Imani Norman-Glaze
Timothee Tshibangu Nyembua
Anthony Dale Ohler
Phillip McKinley Pace
Nina Rae Packrall
Brenden Zander Padilla
Joshua Panaro
Evan Matthew Lyon Panepinto
Evan B. Paugh
Rebecca Lee Paul
Makendra Marie Pendleton
Christopher K. Perez
Michael Anthony Petrock
Tyler Charles Pickup
Jordan Taylor Pinneri
Jacob Matteo Ponzani
Shayna Ann Postler
Shelby Lee Ann Price
Nathaniel Richard Publik
Alyssa Rager
Casmir S. Ralph
Sebastian W. Ramos Parraga
Benjamin Randall
Kaelin Marie Rebholz
Jesse Edward Rinaldi
Albert Joseph Ritterbeck
Jeremy Robert Rizzo
Daniel Angel Rodriguez
Jalen Dupree Rogers
Riley Nicolle Roldan
Gino Michael Romanelli
Aidan Matthew Ruiz
Luke Jacob Ryan
Seth Joseph Ryder
Kaleb Wesley Sadler
Kevin Mark Samuels
Jillian Marie Scherer
Galen Scheufler
Michael Thomas Schmel
David Schmitz
Sarah Anne Seader
Keegan Rae Selinsky
Stephanie Nicole Shaw
Samuel C. Shedden
Elizabeth Autumn Shelly
Rachel Elizabeth Simon +
Joshua Edward Skotnicki
Alec R. Smith
Jake Lee Smith
Samantha Gwendelyn Smith
Dalton Thomas Smitley
Samantha Christine Smitley
Zachary Reid Snedeker
Hailey Starr Sortore
Miranda Stanley
Anthony Alan Stepich II
Justin Charles Stibitz
Kain Michael Stone
Matthew Kenneth Stroop
Billie Jo Strother

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Debra Jo Svecnik
Jennifer Anne Swartz
Drew A. Sweger
Shalyn Elizabeth Szymczak +
Andrew Joseph Tait
Jayden Thomas Schwarz Taitano
Mason William Takacs
Emily Ann Taylor
Andrew Jacob Telenko
Dejah Monet Terrell
Ashley Brianne Thaxton
Devin M. Thomas +
Andrew James Thomas
Kaylea Elaine Thomas
Cameron Eli Thompson +
Benjamin Tomasko
Maegan Paige Troutman
Kayla Marie Tura
Renee L. Turner
Krista Shavonne Urquhart
Mickayla Vaglia
Devon Miguel Valentin
Elizabeth Paige Warabow
Alexis Elin Warning
Bryce Tyler Washington
Mason Lloyd Watkins
Reese Andrew Watson
Amberly Johanna Weiers
Alexander Joshua Wigle +
Jacob J. Wilcox
Cora Belle Ripoll Wilkins
Kyle Robert Williams
Gavin Shawn Wingard
Jay Marie Winrick
Gia Raquel Winseck
Erin R. Wood
Andrew Tyler Wookey
Alexis Dandria Wright
Jessica Youngs
Christopher Michael Zebley
Nathan Charles Zemany
Brayden Patrick Zilka
Madison Lynn Zogran

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Bria Reneé Allen
Alexandra Angelopoulos
James Roland Bernard
Brett Scott Bobin
Elizabeth Ann Brudnook
Jessica Ann-Renée Buchanan
Logan Kane Burrell
Maria Christina Carney
Garrett L. Clark
Anthony David Crisci
Justin Allan Day
Noah Thomas Erick
Todd Anthony Fisher Jr.
Adelaide Flanders
Kelly Amanda Gillis
Seth J. Goins
Joseph Avery Graczyk
John Gregorakis
Joshua Ethan Gutierrez
Talon Hargraves
Leah Francesca Jacobson
Alexis Michael Johnson
Nicholas C. Julian
Patrick Edward Kovach
Trinity Paige Krause
Leighann Patrice Krut
Brad Thomas Kwiatkowski
Raymond Richard Logan IV
Zachary Michael Lynch
Parker Evan Lyons
Santino Alexander Marra
Kadin Jay McClurg
Nathan Reynolds Meeks
Michelle Lyn Meucci
Jackson M. Miller +
Joseph Peter Milteer
Victor Charles John Nelson
Jalen R. Page
Sheamus Jowle Phillips
Carley R. Popielarchek
Jacob Robert Provident

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Austin Radomski
Katelyn Nicole Ramaley
Antonietta Rendina
Amanda Lynne Robison
Jolynne Francis Rodriguez
Dena Saleh
Sarah Anne Seader
Tracey Shvarts
Daniel Lee Sickelsmith
Tyler Edward Sims
Zachary Thomas Slomers
Emma Grace Stein +
Jerrell Thomas
Zachary Frank Vanek
Brandon Vavra
Lena Kay Wankel
Abigail Marie White
Jada Marie Wilds
Gray Young
Shelby Taylor Zahn-Huber

Andrew Charles Engel
Matthew C. Faccenda
Cameron J. Fletcher
Marissa Nicole Gimigliano
Marielle Renee Gretok
Mia Grace Hampsay
Eden Jean Hertig
Andrea Delaine Hilburn
Braiden Riley Hitchings
Sarah Megan Holveck
Julia Elizabeth Husak
Morgan Chandra Kafana
Aram Levi King
Mykalyn Faith Koot
Lucas David Krajack
Madison Reed Krch
Paige Alexandra Krupp
Olivia Addison Kuhns
Shelby Ann LaPorte
Alexis Velikova Lien
Matthew Roy Macek
Hanna Rene Marra
Hope Lynn Martin
Kaelyn Irene McCorkle
Macy Kate Mcmaster
Julian Frederick Mularski
Tia Corinne Mussitsch
Jaclyn Marie Noonan
Christian John Ondo
Ashley Paige Over
Emily Lynn Parker
Tyler Shawn Paul
Rebecca Ruth Perkins
Chad Michael Petrush
Elizabeth June Piper
Amber Lynnae Piper
HaNa Sage Pohl
Mara Lynn Proie
Grace Abigail Prowitt
Jayde Rega
Kylie Kathleen Reppert
Donaeya Robinson

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Gage Allen Rogge
Samantha Dawn Rosenberger
Hannah Kaye Sayre
Cameryn Lynn Simpson
Jordan Mark Spisak
Hannah M. Terrick
Sarah Elise Tinker
Matt Tobey
Marisa Corin Walters
Jillian Marie Welsh
Adaira Jean Wilson
Morgan Marie Winwood
Emily Katherine Zacoi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Ashley Marie Bochnak
Brittany Maria Bonatesta
DeVonnir Brown
Brittany Rae Gillen
Haley Grace Linemuth +
Maria Annette Marks
Portia Lashell Paige +
Kayela Faye Pavtis +
James Michael Shook
Michele Lynn Smoter +
Lindsay R. Walters

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
Zinia Z. Anderson
Kylie Marie Feltenberger
Katherine Figgs
Miranda S. Jordan
Brianna Gabrielle Kinsey
Kali Lynn McGuire
Shayna Ann Mitchell
Jodie Ann Pagano
Rylee Morgan Sabo
Brittany Anne-marie Straiton
Kylee Morgan Wisor

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
ASSOCIATE DEGREES

ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE
Curtis Douglas Cowher
Mackenna Lynn Davis
Christina Marie Huff
Kyra Kost
Benjamin James Marcouiller
Jacob Allen Margraves
Madison Layne McCombie
Hailey Marie Miklos
Jenna Christie Mirt
Cameron Paul Moore
Andrew Joseph Rostek
Tianna Marie Shook
Anna Lee Spudic
Angelique Abigail Troy-Caton

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS
Natalie Grace Beadling
Karyn Juvata Chiado
Isabella Hernandezsire
Brian Edward Jones
Aaron J. Thompkins

ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE
Katelyn Mei-Xing Benedict
Alaina Maria Chiaravalle
Shawn R. Crosby
Zachary L. Evans
Breanna Joye Gardner
Brynn Elizabeth Glowacki
Emily Marie Greene
Emily Jean Guffey +
Abby Gail Hollandsworth
Courtney Brooke Johnston
Teagan Nicole Karwoski
Benjamin James Marcouiller
Haley Rose Messner
Elaina Lee Nicholson
Alyson Nicole Ogden
Ethan Reagan
Steve Robinson
Dominic Joseph Romasco
Hannah Grace Rowan

Appearance of a name in this program is presumptive evidence of graduation. However, the list of graduates included in the program is not intended to be used as an official indication of graduation. The official transcript, issued by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, sealed and signed by the proper authorities, is conclusive testimony to the possession of a degree.

+ Students who completed degree requirements during Summer 2024.
PENNSYLVANIA'S STATE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION

CHANCELLOR
Daniel Greenstein, D.Phil.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Cynthia D. Shapira, Ed.D., Board Chair
David M. Maser, Board Vice Chair; Chair, Student Success Committee
Samuel H. Smith, Board Vice Chair; Chair, Governance and Leadership Committee
Sen. David Argall, Ph.D.
Robert W. Bogle
Rep. Timothy Briggs
William (Bill) Gindlesperger
Abigail Hancox
Darrek Harshberger
Secretary Akbar Hossain, JD
Designee for Gov. Josh Shapiro
Daniel A. Klingerman
Marian D. Moskowitz
Vice Chair, Student Success Committee
Khalid N. Mumin, Ed.D.
Acting Secretary of Education
Rep. Brad Roae
Sen. Judith L. Schwank
Josh Shapiro, Governor of Pennsylvania
Kate Shaw, Ph.D.
Larry C. Skinner
Chair, University Success Committee
Skylar Walder
Neil R. Weaver
Vice Chair, University Success Committee
Janet L. Yeomans
Chair, Audit and Compliance Committee

PENNSYLVANIA WESTERN UNIVERSITY
INTERIM UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D.Phil.

COUNCIL OF TRUSTEES
Kathy Pape (Edinboro 1975), Chair
Commissioner Larry Maggi (California 1979), Vice Chair
JD Dunbar (Clarion 1977, 1979), Secretary
Mark Bellini (Edinboro 1979)
Danny Jones (Edinboro 2013)
Patricia (Pat) Kennedy (Edinboro 1985)
Rachel Kister, Clarion Student Trustee
Barbara Logue
Barry Niccolai (California 1993)
Rep. Donna Oberlander (Clarion 1991)
Larry Pickett (Clarion 1977)
Sarah Seader, California Student Trustee
Neil R. Weaver (Clarion 2000)
Mohamed Yamba
Sonia Yost, Edinboro Student Trustee

CHANCELLOR, EX-OFFICIO
Daniel Greenstein, D.Phil.
CABINET
James Fisher, JD, Ph.D.
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Fawn Petrosky, CPA, M.B.A.
Vice President for Finance and Administration

Susanne Fenske, Ph.D.
Vice President for Institutional Effectiveness and Student Affairs

Sarah Freed, Ed.D.
Interim Vice President for Strategic Enrollment Management

James Geiger, M.H.A.
Vice President for Advancement

Kelly Repinski, M.S., M.H.A.
Vice President for University Affairs and Advocacy

Eric Guiser, SHRM-SCP
Senior Associate Vice President for Human Resources

Scott Heinerichs, Ed.D.
Special Assistant to the Interim President

PROVOST’S EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
James Fisher, JD, Ph.D.
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Robert Mehalik, Ph.D. LPC, NCC
Interim Associate Provost and Graduate Dean

Jacqueline Knaust, Ph.D.
Interim Associate Provost

Shayne Gervais, Ph.D.
Associate Vice President and University Registrar

Anthony McMullen, M.S.L.S.
University Library Director

Mary Paniccia Carden, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Education, Arts and Humanities

Brenda Fredette, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Science, Technology and Business

Deborah Kelly, D.N.P.
Dean, College of Health Sciences and Human Services
ALMA MATER

California, alma mater
Now we sing to thee
California, dear forever
In our memory.
With our voices loudly ringing,
Of thy fame we’re ever singing.
California, alma mater;
Hail! All hail to thee.

For the friends and joys you gave us,
We give thanks to thee
All thy knowledge we’ll make worthy
For Posterity.
May thy reign be ever prosperous
And thy name forever glorious.
California, alma mater;
Hail! All hail to thee.

Philip Rossi, 1937
Pennsylvania Western University (PennWest California, PennWest Clarion, PennWest Edinboro) is an academic community dedicated to the ideals of justice, fairness, and equal opportunity for all. In compliance with federal and Pennsylvania laws, the university is committed to providing equal educational and employment opportunities for all persons without regard to race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation, or status as a veteran or disabled veteran. The university will not tolerate any type of discrimination, harassment, or violence.